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A TRANSCRIPT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF A WORK SESSION OF THE 

HUBBARD COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS HELD ON AUGUST 8, 2017, 

AT 9:00 A.M. 

 

 A work session of the Hubbard County Board of Commissioners was held on 

August 8, 2017, with all the Commissioners and Coordinator, Debbie Thompson present.   

 

 The Pledge of Allegiance was said by all. 

 

 The agenda for the work session included the following:  2018 Preliminary Budget 

Review; Public Works Organizational Chart Review; Review of Communication to 

Managers – Coordinator; Review Communication to Managers – Commissioner Teams; 

and Other, as necessary. 

 

 2018 Preliminary Departmental Budget Review:  Updated pages to the 2018 

preliminary budget book were provided by the Auditor/Treasurer, Kay Rave.  Discussion 

followed regarding the facilitation of updates to the Board given each change to the budget 

that occurs.  The Board was notified of a decrease in state funding of the AIS Program for 

2018 from $265,440 to $254,422. 

 

 A review of personnel changes included or not included in the preliminary budget 

was completed as follows:  Assessor – new Clerical and Chief Deputy Assessor (continued 

from proposed 2017 budget); ESO – a new Environmental Services Specialist Sr. position 

(proposed as a departmental promotional opportunity) and the GIS Supervisor (continued 

from proposed 2017 budget); STS – increase of Assistant STS Crewleader from PT to FT; 

Public Works: no change in the PW Coordinator wage; SW Administrator; or additional 

wage for a Land Survey have been added.  Changes to the budget following the last 

Manager’s Meeting regarding overtime compensation were acknowledged.  Discussion 

moved to the Extension proposed addition of a full time clerical position.  Provision of 

clerical service to the Extension Office in 2017, including the current method used, was 

reviewed with the Board.  The support of the 4-H Program in Hubbard County provided 

through the Extension Office was expressed by the Board.  The difficulty of having a 

county employee and county budget managed by a non-county employee was deliberated.  

The current procedures used for the review of Extension budgeted expenditures going 

through the A/T’s Office were reviewed.  Questions regarding ‘fund raising’ efforts 

completed by the Extension Office were raised as to how the monies received were used as 

they do not appear to be a part of the budget.  Information was provided regarding 

questions raised by the Shell Prairie Ag Association and the continuation of financial 

support to the Extension program relative to the benefit received and/or responsibility for 

same.  Discussion followed regarding the need of a full time position and how it should be 

funded and budgeted.  A suggested change to the budget was implemented decreasing the 

U of M full time wage proposed to 50%, including the trailing benefits and incorporation 

of same into the U of MN staffing agreement making the staff a university employee, 

allowing the U of M to fill the position as they see fit.  The Board expressed an interest in 

requiring coverage of the office as part of the funding, either with personnel or the transfer 

of phone calls to U of M staff member/s, if the office is to be vacant.  HR Director, Gina 
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Teems was asked to follow-up on the agreement with the U of M for suggested 

modifications. 

 

 Other:  Information was provided regarding the Park Rapids Lakes Area Arts 

Council (PRLAAC) request for county contribution of $250 toward a proposed study per 

correspondence provided at the 08/01/17 board meeting.  Ms. Rave provided information 

from M.S. §373.39 permitting the county’s support of community projects.  Discussion 

followed regarding the purpose of Legacy dollars from the state.  It was recommended that 

the PRLAAC representative address the issue with the full Board at a regular meeting. 

 

 Public Works Organizational Chart Review:  A review of the last proposed org 

chart for the future of the Public Works Department was completed.  Discussion followed 

regarding the change in personnel in the Public Works Department in 2018.  The Board 

debated what, if any changes to the current administration they were interested in making.  

A review of draft proposed job descriptions for the County Highway Engineer, Public 

Works Coordinator, Solid Waste Manager and Land Surveyor were completed.  It was 

determined that a second revision to the proposed PW Org Chart was necessary in 

preparation for its submission to the Board on 08/15/17.  A copy of it is attached for the 

record.  Possible timelines for re-filling of positions that might be followed were discussed 

to maintain service to the citizens of the county. 

 

 Review of Communication to Managers - Coordinator:  The Board reviewed the 

draft of the communication to the managers regarding expected Coordinator duties.  

Discussion followed including minor changes to the verbiage used.  A copy including the 

change is included with these minutes for the record.  Action on same will be completed at 

the regular board meeting to be held on 08/15/17. 

 

 Review Communication to Managers – Commissioner Teams:  The Board 

reviewed the draft of the Outline and Purpose for Development of Commissioner ‘Go To’ 

Teams.  It was determined that there is a benefit to including the Coordinator in these 

meetings ‘if at all possible’ depending on the Coordinator’s schedule.  It was also 

suggested that each manager will be responsible for contacting their ‘Go To’ team to 

arrange the meetings on a quarterly basis and that should be included in this document.  

Action on the document will be taken on 08/15/17 for completion of distribution to 

managers. 

 

 Other:  Information was provided regarding the HCREDC budget for review by 

the Board. 

 

 A review of outstanding delinquent Solid Waste accounts of private and public 

parties was completed.  The delinquent accounts are more than a year old and up to two 

years old at this time.  Collection efforts followed to this point were reviewed including 

contact by correspondence and denial of respective party ‘dumping’ privileges. 

 

 Further discussion was held regarding the utilization of the proposed ‘Go To’ 

Commissioner Teams in the future to facilitate communication with personnel, as needed. 
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   /s/ Vernon Massie 

   Vernon Massie, Chairman 

ATTEST: /s/ Debbie Thompson  Hubbard County Board of Commissioners 

 Debbie Thompson, Coordinator 

Hubbard County Coordinator 

  

 

 There being no further matters for discussion before the Board, the meeting was 

adjourned at 12:07 p.m. 


